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Take the Berger
Trial Challenge
Improve your production

results

Challenging Means Evolving
Thanks to its products and services offer, Berger accompanies you to help you do more, and better. We invite you to challenge your company to grow the highest
quality crops, strive to get consistently uniform production and improve your crop schedule planning, thanks to predictable growing results.
Berger is so confident in its products’ performance and the quality of its services that we are inviting you to challenge the efficiency of our growing mixes by
running a trial at your production facility, in your own horticultural environment.

Follow these 3 easy steps to level up your productivity:

Step

Step

Step

Find the Berger substrate that is perfectly
adapted to your production system.

Contact your dedicated sales representative to benefit
from Berger’s full expertise; you may improve your
growing methods and production results.

Put us to the test by scheduling a greenhouse
trial, and increase your margins.

Request your
Trial Starting Kit
now by scanning
the code or visit:
berger.ca/en/
berger-trial-challenge

Mastering the Craft
of Growing Media

The Berger Trial Challenge

Berger's 360° DNA

Virtual Reality Tour

Our Dedicated Sales Team
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Berger's 360° DNA
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Peat Harvesting
Berger’s Canadian peat bogs are located in 12 different areas:
throughout the province of Québec, in New Brunswick, and in
Manitoba. These different harvesting sites ensure a great availability of the exceptional resource that is peat, and make
our supplying commitments reliable.
Thanks to a balanced ratio of our different peat
grades sourced from all our sites, combined
with our meticulous selection process and
handling method, we can guarantee the
consistency of first-quality sphagnum
peat fibers, season after season.
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Ingredient Selection
Berger responsibly selects and processes raw materials with
meticulous handling methods in all of its eight North-American
manufacturing facilities.
Moreover, we take pride in our first-quality ingredients for every
of our growing mixes. Each component offers characteristics that
are carefully evaluated and integrated into our specific-purpose
blends to optimize growing results.
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Traceability System
For Berger, traceability is extremely important. With a proven
identification process, we can trace all the individual ingredients
that were used to produce each blend, and samples of each production are kept for a full year after the mix is manufactured.
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Needs
At the Heart of Our Operations
Since 1963, visionary greenhouse growers like
you are the core of our rigorous processes.
Berger strives to exceed industry standards
and is continuously adapting and improving its
entire products and services offer according to
your progress.
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Skyscraper
System
The skyscraper has been
Berger’s most popular packaging format among professional growers for almost 25
years. It was the first to be
introduced in the industry in
1993, and now every 225 ft³
practical unit saves 2.5 hours
of manual labor time, reduces
plastic waste by nearly 80% and
significantly improves transportation efficiency compared to
a regular pallet of bales. That
means better margins.
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Logistics & Delivery
To keep offering a reliable and efficient product supply in a
context where our company is experiencing tremendous growth,
a complete review of our logistic processes was initiated in the
fall of 2016. Since then, Berger’s production planning system is
allowing better operation efficiency and proper inventory level
for main products. Strong partnerships were also confirmed with
strategically-located storage sites and reliable carriers to offer a
greater flexibility regarding our customers’ delivery.
Berger has strong values and respecting our commitments with
our partners is crucial. This new production planning method
attests to our integrity and dedication to serve you better.

Berger sales team ensures that the quality and effectiveness of
our products translate into high-yield and quality crops for you.
Our direct approach testifies about our authenticity and desire
to be a devoted partner from the very beginning of your project,
throughout your operations, among challenges and achievements.
Whenever you need it, your sales representative is your VIP access
to benefit from Berger’s full expertise.

Work
Shift

Customers’

From raw material to growing media packaging, each harvesting, storage and processing
stage has its own range of testing requirements which enables Berger to make real-time
adjustments.
More than 280,000 quality tests are done
annually in our laboratories and manufacturing
plants - our strong expertise guarantees you
the highest product efficiency on the market.
The quality control system at Berger is what
ensures that proper care is applied to every
processing step, to provide professional
growers with uniform products of superior quality, regardless of the manufacturing site or the
season they were produced.

Direct Approach

Julian Date of
Production
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Quality Control
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You are inspiring our
evolution, and we never
want you to stop.
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Lab Analyses
Berger’s laboratories in the United
States of America and in Canada offer
a quick and efficient analyses service
wherever you are located.
Our labs use the latest state-of-the-art
technology and rely on highly-skilled
personnel to obtain precise and
dependable results.
To allow you to take full advantage of
these analyzes, interpretation of results
is an integral part of our services. Our
short turnaround time will allow you to
react rapidly and implement effective
corrective measures.
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Technical Services Support
The sole purpose of Berger’s technical services is to support all professional growers
throughout their entire production cycle by helping optimize and streamline their operations. Focusing on your success, educational seminars, training guide, technical
videos and other practical tools are developed by our experts according to what really
matters to you.

Moreover, every
greenhouse trial that
we run in your own
horticultural
environment is
carefully followed
up by our grower
advisors to
ensure best cultivation practices
and results.

Experience
Berger’s

360°

DNA at Cultivate’17
#2357

Stop by booth
for an immersive Berger virtual reality tour. Get all the details here: berger.ca/en/
grower-resources/technical-seminars-events/cultivate17

Benoit
Corbeil
Sales Director
514-444-9173
benoitc@berger.ca

Berger's
Dedicated
Sales Team

United States of America
Scott
Bedenbaugh

Jamey
McEwen

Divisional
Sales
Manager

Divisional
Sales & Key
Accounts
Manager

850-217-5802

973-698-5731

scottb@berger.ca

Troy Haney

John
Santoro

Divisional
Sales
Manager

Divisional
Sales
Manager

207-227-0897
troyh@berger.ca

215-859-1605
johns@berger.ca

jameym@berger.ca

Adam Lyvers
Sales Representative

Caleb Dwiggins
Sales Representative

Dave Ferris
Sales Representative

Dana Main
Sales Representative

Derek Schumacher
Sales Representative

Ryan Wall
Sales Representative

Tennessee, Kentucky, North & South
Carolina and Georgia

Missouri, Illinois and Indiana

North & South Dakota, Iowa, Minnesota
and Wisconsin

Arizona and Southern California

Washington, Oregon, Montana, Idaho,
Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Wyoming and
Nebraska

Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts
and Vermont

865-312-2258 · adaml@berger.ca

660-651-9722 · calebd@berger.ca

651-398-9183 · davef@berger.ca

760-809-7369 · danam@berger.ca

651-491-9910 · dereks@berger.ca

774-284-0629 · ryanw@berger.ca

Kevin Long
Sales Representative

Kevin Staso
Sales Representative

Kristin Shust
Sales Representative

Matt Drzal
Sales Representative

Martha Trubey
Sales Representative

Mike Hennequin
Sales Representative

Arkansas, Kansas, New Mexico,
Oklahoma and South & West Texas

Delaware, Maryland, Eastern
Pennsylvania, West Virginia & Virginia

New York, Connecticut and Rhode
Island

Michigan

NorthernTexas

Northern California

405-623-8122 · kevinl@berger.ca

610-389-0857 · kevins@berger.ca

570-709-0560 · kristins@berger.ca

517-896-7046 · mattd@berger.ca

214-675-4997 · marthat@berger.ca

831-750-7316 · mikehe@berger.ca

Noal Ruckel
Sales Representative

Peter Hesse
Sales Representative

Scott Hurley
Sales Representative

Tim Schinke
Manufacturers Representative

Victor Gonzalez
Sales Representative

Ohio & Western Pennsylvania

Center of California

New Jersey

Alabama, Louisiana and Mississippi

Florida

440-220-2276 · noalr@berger.ca

805-431-0741 · peterh@berger.ca

609-752-1142 · scotth@berger.ca

630-258-4391 · tims@berger.ca

321-277-7162 · victorg@berger.ca

Canada

Asia
Iwatani International
Corporation
Distributor - Japan

Nancy Boekestyn
Sales Manager

Robert Dupuis
Senior Sales Manager

Kevin Triemstra
Sales Representative

Bas Brouwer
Sales Representative

Serge Racette
Sales Representative

Canada

Canada

Central and Northern Ontario

Niagara

Quebec

905-658-2167
nancyb@berger.ca

418-862-4462 x 4706
robertd@berger.ca

416-881-5293
kevint@berger.ca

905-658-6185
basb@berger.ca

514-444-9174
serger@berger.ca

KGH Environment Ltd.
Distributor - South Korea

Latin America
Martin Barrera
Sales Manager

Harold Sagastume
Sales Representative

Abel Cota
Sales Representative

Latin America

Central America

Mexico

(52) 844 427 18 50
martinba@berger.ca

(52) 844 431 09 68 - Mexico
(502) 53 06 72 86 - Guatemala

(52) 331 479 88 18
abelc@berger.ca
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